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no mathematical underpinning, to complicated detailed analysis based on solid mathematical foundations. A systematic empirical examination of the relative performance of a selection
of these algorithms surprisingly showed that they, given the
same level of dropping rate, all achieved very similar levels of
bandwidth utilization. None of them was capable of accurately
meeting the defined loss target [11].
Most architectures for MBAC are designed around the
assumption that admission control is performed in packet
forwarding devices (e.g., routers) where also traffic measurements are carried out. The success of router-centric QoS
architectures depends on the signalling protocols that must
be supported by routers to carry admission requests. These
signalling protocols have historically had weaknesses in scalability, authentication, authorization and accounting [12].
There are currently two approaches to solve this problem.
One approach is to develop next generation signalling protocols for path coupled signalling. The other approach is to establish QoS control functionality in servers and rely on classbased forwarding in network elements. These servers provide
a network service interface to applications. The functionality
may include authentication, authorization, accounting, and
admission control over layer 2 and layer 3 networks. Such
servers are known as bandwidth brokers, QoS managers,
network resource controllers, etc. In this paper we use the
term Network Resource Controller (NRC).
The objective of the paper is to present an MBAC algorithm
that is suitable for deployment in network resource controllers.
The rationale for the MBAC is to use simple mechanisms
available in current routers to measure the actual bit-rate in
one traffic class. Measurements are collected from routers
by the NRC as a slow feedback process. Given that the
aggregate reserved rate is known, measurements can be used
to estimate the ratio between aggregate reserved rate and
actual traffic load. We show through simulations that this
ratio can be accurately estimated already at low levels of
reservations/traffic. The ratio is used to maintain a limit for
aggregate admitted rates in the admission control algorithm.
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. In
section II we describe the threshold-based admission control
algorithm. Section III describes the simulation strategy and
present our results. Conclusions are presented in section IV

Abstract— In this paper we present an algorithm for performing dynamic per-link admission control. It is designed to
be suitable for deployment using existing quality of service and
router techniques. The rationale for the algorithm is to find a bitrate limit for reserved capacity, which enables efficient capacity
utilization and statistical multiplexing gain. By using simple
traffic meters configured with respect to defined service levels,
a network resource controller estimates an admission limit. The
estimated limit reflects the ratio between reserved capacity and
the aggregate behavior of current flows. Simulations indicate
that reliable admission limits can be estimated already at low
reservation levels.
Index Terms— QoS, measurement based admission control,
bandwidth brokers, resource managers

I. I NTRODUCTION
Providing quality-of-service guarantees requires admission
control. Strictly guaranteed forwarding services are typically
implementing worst case parameter-based admission control,
while more relaxed forwarding services often use measurements of current load to guide their admission decisions.
An advantage with parameter-based admission control mechanisms is that they can support reservations in advance
[1], while measurement-based admission control algorithms
(MBACs) do not rely on worst-case bounds, and can thereby
achieve a higher level of bandwidth utilization through statistical multiplexing. Specifications for relaxed forwarding
services therefore often provide a delay target, rather than
a bound.
Admission decisions are based on some type of traffic
characterization. In the simple case, applications are assumed
to request reservations corresponding to their peak rates. This
gives predictable forwarding demands for homogeneous flows,
but the available forwarding capacity may be poorly utilized
for applications having variable sending rates.
Earlier MBAC algorithms based their estimations on statistics of individual flows. More recent proposals are based
on the aggregate behavior of flows. Besides being easier to
implement, as a consequence of the law of large numbers,
the statistics of the aggregate is easier to estimate than the
statistics on a per-flow basis [2].
Several MBAC algorithms have been proposed [3][4][5]
[6][7][8][9][10], ranging from simple ad hoc algorithms with
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followed by future work in section V.

A. The adaption algorithm
For a service created using the admission limit adaptation
mechanism, a target loss-rate, τ , and a delay target, δ, must be
defined. The depth of the token bucket filters are measured in
bytes (can also be bits). The delay target is considered when
setting the depth of the token bucket filters. The depth for
the upper and lower filter is then set to µ * δ, and η * δ
respectively.
Constant K: The size of the increase step of the limit value
are controlled by K. A large value represents a big step and
vice versa. With small steps, the time to reach the final limit
value increases, although the value reached may be more
reliable. With large steps the treshold value reached may be
less reliable. A large K also affects the accuracy of the tuning,
and an even larger K may cause that (3) never comes to work.
Both token bucket filters are read periodically, and the
NRC updates the loss-rate information by calculating bytes
of non conforming packets/bytes of transmitted packets. After
each reading the results are evaluated, This can lead to three
different actions depending on the results and the current state:
Increase, Decrease, and Preserve.
1) Increase: Initially the admission limit is increased linearly according to (2).

II. T HE ADMISSION LIMIT ADAPTION MECHANISM
Taking the peak rate as the only traffic descriptor, without
MBAC, reservations can only be made with guarantees until
the sum of all reservation peak rates reaches the level of the
forwarding capacity, C.
The objective of our threshold-based admission control was
to find an aggregate bit-rate limit, based on measurements of
current load. This can act as a limit for further reservations,
considering both immediate reservations and reservations in
advance. The admission limit is preferable above the forwarding capacity C, but if several flows are heavily exceeding their
peak rate, it is theoretically possible to reach a value below
the forwarding capacity.
The basic threshold equation (1) includes four parameters.
η·Γ=µ·Λ

(1)

One upper monitoring threshold, µ, and one lower monitoring threshold, η, which in reality are represented by two
token buckets, used as traffic meters monitoring at different
levels. The remaining two parameters are reserved capacity,
Λ, which corresponds to the sum of current reservation peak
rates, and the admission limit, Γ
The reserved capacity does not always mirror the actual
need for capacity (i.e., for flows having variable sending
rates, the actual need for capacity can be considerably lower
than their peak rate), but the ratio between current load and
reserved capacity can be used to estimate a proper bit-rate
admission limit, which acting as a future limit for reserved
capacity, enables higher network utilization.
In (1), the right-hand side includes the reserved capacity,
Λ, and the upper monitoring threshold, µ. The upper token
bucket filter monitors a rate equal to (or somewhat lower
than) the forwarding capacity, C. The right-hand side thereby
represents more stationary parameters, and can be seen as
a constant during a period when no flows are added or
removed. The left-hand side represents two adjustable values,
the admission limit, Γ and the lower monitoring threshold, η.
Initially the lower token bucket filter is monitoring a rate
equal to reserved capacity, η = Λ, and the admission limit
is set equal to the forwarding capacity, Γ = C. It is then
straightforward to see that if the value of the lower monitoring
threshold is decreased, the admission limit must increase to
balance the equation.
The upper monitoring level in (1) can be used to decide a
utilization target for the network. Setting the level somewhat
lower than the forwarding capacity will add an additional
margin for the guaranteed service, but will have a negative
impact on forwarding capacity utilization.

Γnew = Γold + (K · C)

(2)

After each increase action a new level for the lower
monitoring threshold is calculated using (1). After detecting
η-loss greater than a reference value equal to τ 2 (τ < 1),
which corresponds to the breakpoint where (1) and (3) are
equal, the increase action switches to (3).



ln(η-loss)
−1
(3)
Γnew = Γold + K · C ·
ln(τ )

Equation (3) is based on (2). In the logarithmic expression,
the relative distance between the loss-rate at the lower monitoring threshold and target loss-rate is considered, thereby the
increase steps are successively decreased and the algorithm
tunes into a proper limit value. The initial increase phase is
finished when η-loss reaches a level greater than target lossrate, τ . This will trigger a back off, and the admission limit
will be set to the value it had before the last increase step.
After leaving the increase phase, it can not be activated again,
hence the admission limit will not be increased any further.
This lock remains until the number of flows is changed.
The increase process is illustrated in Fig.1. As can be
seen, the level of the lower monitoring threshold is initially
decreased more rapidly and is successively slowing down,
while the admission limit is increased linearly, until it reaches
the break point where it switches to (3).
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on a single link, was considered sufficient to evaluate the
performance aspects of the algorithm.
In order to test our implementation and to gain a deeper
understanding of the behavior of the algorithm, the initial
simulations was carried out using CBR-sources.
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For all simulations, the link bandwidth was 10 Mbps
and sufficient buffer capacity was allocated. For all results
illustrated in this paper, except in Fig. 4, max acceptable lossrate was set to one percent, and the delay target to one ms.
Traffic arriving to this link was monitored using two token
bucket filters configured according to the adaption mechanism
described in section II-A. Data from the startup period was
discarded.
1) Source Model: Besides using CBR-sources, traffic is
generated from two packet traces taken from two NetMeeting [14] video conference sessions. One sitting conference,
and one more bursty including a person frequently moving.
Throughout the rest of the paper referred to as work trace and
move trace respectively. When using CBR sources, the sending interval was set to random, and a peak rate was calculated
using the shortest time period between two successive packets,
with one source sending. In order to avoid synchronization and
correlation, sources were started with random time intervals.
When using trace files, each source was started from a random
place within the trace file.
Data from the three source models are listed in the table. We
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Fig. 1. Increase phase with 57 work trace sources, reading interval 30 secs.

2) Preserve and Decrease: After the increase phase follows a preserve phase. It includes monitoring the upper and
lower token bucket filters. The decrease action is activated
if η-loss exceeds τ and also if µ-loss exceeds τ . The new
admission limit is calculated according to (4), thereby taking
into account the relative distance between measured loss-rate
and target loss-rate τ .


ln(loss)
Γnew = Γold ∗
(4)
ln(τ )
Provided upper monitoring threshold, µ is set equal to forwarding capacity, when µ-loss exceeds τ , capacity is exceeded. The aim is to avoid this situation, but if the forwarding
capacity is exceeded, some flows have to be pre-emptied.
The reserved capacity, the admission limit, and the lower
monitoring level is then recalculated according to the leaving
flows corresponding peak rates. The increase phase can now
be activated again since the number of flows has changed.
The scenario is described by the state diagram in Fig. 2.
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performed different experiments using one source at a time
or mixed. Through the simulations we studied the adaption of
the admission value when different numbers of sources were
sending, adding one source for each new simulation until the
forwarding capacity limit was reached. When studying the
increase phase, each simulation was run until the increase
phase was finished. The estimated value was then tested by
studying loss-rates, while loading the link with the calculated
number of flows that would hold according to the estimated
admission limit.
2) Constant K: In order to find a proper value on constant
K where issues discussed in section II-A are balanced, we
performed a serie of simulations, with values of K ranging
from 0.05 to 0.5. Simulations were run with different source
types and different token bucket reading intervals. We found
that with K in the range from 0.05 up to around 0.20,
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Fig. 2. State diagram for the admission limit estimation process. 1: η-loss
and µ-loss < τ 2: η-loss or µ-loss > τ 3: µ-loss > τ 4: η-loss > τ

III. E VALUATION
The adaption mechanism was evaluated through simulations
in the ns-2 simulator [13]. Since the admission control decisions for the algorithm are made on a per-link basis, a simple
topology, in which the adaption mechanism is employed
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simulation results was conforming, and reaching the same
admission limit. Based on these results, constant K in (2)
and (3) was set to 0.2.
3) Reading Intervals and Sample Periods: We performed a
serie of tests were the increase phase was run on different time
scales. Our experiments showed that short increase intervals
introduces a small risk of overshooting the proper admission
limit. This is especially true for bursty sources, since with very
short time intervals, there is a risk of missing a bursty period
during the increase phase. Our results indicated that the time
interval between successive increase actions is recommended
to be no shorter than 5 seconds, but could be considerably
longer.
The time interval is however selective, and a general time
scale can not be defined solely on our simulation results.
In reality, token bucket reading intervals will probably be
determined with respect to router processing overhead, and by
on which time scale loss-rate guarantees are provided. If token
bucket reading intervals is shorter than the recommended
increase interval, it can easily be adjusted by limiting the
increase action to, for example, every third or fourth reading.
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Initial increase phase - 37 move trace sources. Varying target loss-

admission limit of 24 Mbps results in 89.83 move sources.
Simulations were run with 89, 90 and 91 sending move trace
flows. Each simulation was repeated three times measuring
the average loss-rate. The results indicated that 90 sources
matches the target loss-rate, which should be compared with
89.83 calculated using the estimated admission limit. 91
sources impose a risk of overshooting the target loss-rate. The
level of link capacity utilization was around 94, 96, and 98
% respectively. This test was repeated using the other sources
models with similar results.
We also performed a serie of simulations with different
values on the target loss-rate τ . Fig. 4 illustrates the estimated
admission limit, and the corresponding lower monitoring level
with τ set to 1%, 0.1% and 0.01%. Interesting to investigate
in this scenario was how well the estimated admission limit
could meet the different performance levels. Results showed
that they all came close to the defined target loss-rate, indicating that the estimated admission limit is close to maximum.
For the 1% curve a decrease was triggered at time 1050
seconds. The measured loss-rate at that point was 1.04 %.
The estimated admission limit is depending on the characteristics of the current mix of sources. During very low
load, corresponding to only a few sources, a traffic mix
containing mainly sources with a large span between peak
rate and average rate introduces a risk of overshooting the
maximum admission value. However, during low load, the
lack of multiplexing gain results in a lower estimated admission limit, which thereby reduces this risk. Even though it
seems desirable to reach the final admission limit during low
load, the conservative pattern during very low load are to be
considered positive.
Fig. 5 illustrates the relationship between work and move
traces with different distribution. As can be seen, bursty

B. Simulation Results
Fig. 3 illustrates the process of admission limit estimation
for move trace sources. Each simulation was repeated ten
times. The admission value approaches its final limit when the
link load is around 40%. For work trace sources, the admission
value was approaching its final limit when the link was loaded
with 50 sources, which corresponds to a link load around
25%. As a result of their different traffic characteristics, the
final admission limit was lower for move traces than for work
traces.
The estimated admission limit was tested through simulations. The limited number of sources was calculated by
admission limit/sum of peak rate. For move traces the estimated admission limit was between 24.0 and 24.6 Mbps. An
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able to avoid heavy router processing overhead. This design
aspect also reduces the cost of deployment, and meets a
common goal of scalability.
Our simulation results indicate that a trusted admission limit
can be estimated already at low reservation levels, prior to
busy hours when reservation demands are high. The results
also indicate that the algorithm manage to achieve a high level
of capacity utilization, and in investigated conditions manages
to meet defined performance levels.
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V. F UTURE WORK
Future research includes systematic analysis of our algorithm, using additional source models and trace files together
with more dynamic traffic scenarios. We will also study its
relative performance with different parameter settings, including the level of utilization of available forwarding resources,
and its ability to meet defined performance levels.

Fig. 5. Reached admission limit with different distribution of work and
move traces. Link load close to 100%.
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Fig. 6. Increase phase - work trace at different load levels. Reading interval
10 s.

move traces influences the admission value in a conservative
way. This support the argument that a somewhat conservative
approach during low load is preferable. The conservative
influence also indicate that if the admission value initially
is to optimistic, when adding new flows, it will quite rapidly
adopt to the characteristics of the current traffic mix.
Fig. 6 illustrates the increase phase for work traces, during
different load in a time perspective. This is used to gain further
insight in how the algorithm perform. Noticeable is that even
when the load is as low as 0.5% the estimated value is near
half the maximum admission limit.
IV. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a simple adaptive threshold-based
admission control algorithm. Based on simple measurements
it adapts a dynamic aggregate admission limit for future and
immediate reservations.
The algorithm is emphasizing easy deployment in network
resource controllers such as bandwidth brokers or QoS managers. By utilizing simple token bucket measurements we are
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